1. In 1870 Goldziher arrived to Leiden to continue his research after successfully finishing his studies in Berlin and Leipzig and receiving the title of doctor of Semitic studies at the age of 20. He was received cordially by the famous Dutch professors of the age, Dozy and de Goeje. The latter, as keeper of the Library, handled over to him many precious rare books and MSS to read in his room at long nights. Once he was given a unique MS for one day and one night\(^1\). It was Ibn al-Ğawzī’s Kitāb al-ğussās wa-l-mudakkirīn, which he copied during this limited time\(^2\). This work, as is well known today, is about the popular recitation of forged ḥadīṯs which, however, served in many occasions the purposes of serious ethical and religious education. Goldziher liked very much the style of Ibn al-Ğawzī’s material, the nice anecdotes shedding light on the everyday life of the ninth-twelfth centuries as well as the significance and the character of the ḥadīṯ literature in those days. He had no special purpose with copying this special MS at that time, being basically occupied with linguistic and lexicographical studies, though he wrote three decades later into his diary, speaking about his youth: “I was lured more by the historical than the factual side” (Goldziher 1978b:45). But twenty years later he turned to these handwritten pages and made this work the core of a whole chapter in his famous study on the development of the ḥadīṯ, Chapter 5 on “Ḥadīṯ as the Instrument of Amusement and Ethical Building”\(^3\). If we closely investigate his hastily copied MS we can appreciate his achievement. Comparing Goldziher’s copy with the fourth, seemingly the best, edition of the MS (that of as-Ṣabbāq), we find that the number of readings where Goldziher diverted from this modern and thoroughly examined and re-examined

\(^1\) Ignaz Goldziher, who is considered one of the founders of modern Islamic scholarship, has carried out his research activity since his youth following the positivist-historic method. Its essence was the discovery of sources (as early as possible) and the interpretation of the facts (data) included therein, putting them in historic perspectives. At that time, when the Arabic printing press had just started to function, all this primarily meant an acquaintance with the manuscripts and their analysis.

\(^2\) Now in the Goldziher Collection of the Library of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, see Goldziher, Bequest. It consists of 40 large pages, written with small letters and in serried rows. The information about the circumstances of the copying is given on a small paper to be found in the Bequest.

\(^3\) See Goldziher 1967-71, vol I.
edition is minimal (not considering the abbreviations and the omission of the repetitive isnāds). It is an extraordinary good result reached within the limits of one day and one night at the age of 20.

2. Previously, when Goldziher reached Leipzig in 1869 coming from Berlin, he was warmly received by Fleischer, the great sheikh or Teacher of the age. Fleischer directed the attention of his pupils to the importance of precise textual philology and linguistic studies. So Goldziher started studying lexicographic works extant in the German Manuscript collection and soon published a series of articles in Vienna under the title “Beiträge zur arabischen Sprachwissenschaft”. The second article of this series is devoted to al-Gawhari and the works related to his Sahāh, what he calls the Gawhari-literature⁴. On the 24th page of his article Goldziher turns his attention to an apologetic work with respect to al-Gawhari’s dictionary, which is in reality a ḥāṣira commentary to al-Firuzabadi’s Qāmis. The name of the author is a certain Ibn Iyās Dāwūzdāde, the title of his book is ad-Durr al-iaqī fis āqīl al-Qāmis al-muḥī al-lātī al-Firuzābādī azābā li-l-Gawhari. He did not find much in the biographical works on this Turkish author who died in the year 1017 AH (1608 AD). After stating these facts he unexpectedly starts citing long pages from the Ḥāṣira of Ibn Dāwūzdāde just to testify the melancholic nature of the author, who had lost his desire to live in a dark age when foolishness directs the world and university professors are complete ignorami. In connection with the word as-Saraf al-Firuzabadi mentions that there is an elevated place in Sevilla called as-Saraf and there was a certain ḥātib and ṭiṣṭ in Sevilla whose nisba was as-Sarafi from this place. How wonderful it is – says al-Firuzabadi. “Had the Imām al-Firuzabadi lived in our age he had found even more wonderful and stranger things than this” – says Ibn Dāwūzdāde.

At the word wada’ al-Firuzabadi speaks of a certain Habannaqa Dū l-wada’sat (the one having sea-shells on himself) who received his name because he always wore a necklace of sea-shells, bones and pottery as long as his beard. When asked why he answered: in order not to lose my way going home, etc., and so his name became notorious for idiocy. Ibn Dāwūzdāde’s commentary runs as follows:

---

⁴ See Goldziher 1972.
Perhaps the real reason why Habannaqa’s name became proverbial for stupidity is that he stood alone in his time. In our time, the majority of teachers are more stupid than he, since they cannot speak Turkish in a proper way at all. Especially the great masters who teach at high-ranking, noble schools, they cannot even differentiate the schools from the taverns of the riff-raff and had their servants not escorted they would go astray and lose their way even to their homes [i.e., the homes of their wrongful forefathers], although they are in charge of the Sultan’s schools.

Of all the bad things with which time afflicted me [the worst] was that [the chair in] the noble imperial school “al-Ḥāṣikīyya” in the sublime capital of the Sultanate, Constantinople, [well] protected [by God], was given to a fool, an idiot, an ignorant, son of an ignorant son of an ignorant, who cannot differentiate black from red, may a tree from a stone, or gold from clay. And it was not given to this poor and miserable servant – son of a skilful learned man, son of a distinguished scholar –, the guilty and weak author of this excellent work, although it had been stipulated for me in a condition by the eminent woman, the late donor of the waqf, since she said: When there is vacancy in the noble school of “al-Ḥāṣikīyya” which belongs to me, it should be given to those who teach at the so-called “Ḥānqāh” school which I had built in the town of Constantinople, [well] protected and armed [by God]. And I – poor servant, immersed in the sea of rebellion – was at that time teacher of the above-mentioned school.

To You, I complain my God, not of You *
Since You are enough for me in vicissitudes

These lines of complaints are strange enough in the original work of Ibn Dāwūḏzāde. But even stranger is the fact that Goldziher quoted Ibn Dāwūḏzāde’s commentary in such length (the quotation runs even further). There are no such other quotations from other works in Goldziher’s articles and this quotation has nothing to do with “Sprachgelehrsamkeit” or linguistics.

The answer may be found in Goldziher’s Tagebuch. Speaking about these days he wrote (twenty years later, in the end of 1870): “My parents ... had more and more serious doubt in the reality of the chair of professorship which Eötvös [the minister
of culture and education in Hungary at that time] had promised to me. And in fact, Eötvös died in February 1871, and the chair was given to a completely ignorant person – during Goldziher’s stay in Egypt in 1873 – who did not write an article on Islam or Arabic studies in his whole life and whose knowledge of Arabic was on a very basic level. So Goldziher had premonitions and unfortunately for him, they became true. He had written his own bad fortune by the lines of Ibn Dāwūdzhāde as if he were a medieval painter painting his portrait into an altar-piece.

3. Goldziher set an incredible pace of work in his late teens and early twenties which made him highly-strung and responsive to the lives and works of earlier Muslim scholars. He had become especially interested in the life and œuvre of the polygraph of the 15/16th century, Ǧâlî ad-Dîn as-Suyūṭî (d. 911/1505).

“My attraction to as-Suyūṭî urged me to scrutinise all Suyūṭīca in the Library [in Leiden], collating and excerpting them; I copied the whole synonym literature, then examined all the MSS in Leiden relevant to the edition of [at-Ta’ālîbi’s] Fiqh al-lugha, a task assigned to me by Fleischer” (Goldziher 1978b:49).

A decisive impulse to write a brief history of Arab linguistics was given to him by as-Suyūṭî’s Muzhirī about which he expressed his admiration in his Tagebuch:

“It was an uplifting scholarly activity, in the true meaning of the word, to penetrate into its study that strengthened and consoled me in these days. I felt very fortunate to get acquainted with the Muzhir, and I was sitting day and night over it. It grabbed me so much! God bless the old Suyūṭî for it! Therefore my copy of this book has become a memorable piece of my library. It reminds me the deep spiritual excitement which overcame me during its study” (Goldziher 1978b:48).

So, interestingly enough, he interrupted his lexicographic research for a while and prepared an article on as-Suyūṭî.

The subjects Goldziher dealt with were always turned into his personal matter, he did not keep aloof, but entered fully into their spirit. He handled the facts with objectivity, but at the same time he considered the scholar’s attitude a moral question. His ideal was firm puritanism accompanied by modesty. Accordingly, he later condemned as-Ša’rānī for his accessive self-assertion and immodesty (Goldziher, 5)

5 In the German original it runs as follows: “... meine Eltern, die meine Fähigkeiten freilich überschätzten, meinen aufgewendeten Fleiß höher taxierten, als dass er zu einem jahrelangen Almosenleben führen sollte, zweifelten immer mehr und ernstlicher an der Realität des Katheders, welchen Eötvös mir in Aussicht stellte. Die Bedenken der Leute, die mir es doch unter allen Menschen am besten meinten, fand ich nicht unbegründet. Im Umgange mit den Menschen musste ich ja die Überzeugung gewinnen, dass Eötvös einen aus dem Meere von Beschränktheit und Schlechtheit herausragenden Felsblock bedeutet, einen Leuchturm, eine hohe Warte, eine Oase inmitten der Wüstenei von mittelalterlicher Barbarei und geschmückter Rohheit” (Goldziher 1978b:46).


7 This article (Goldziher 1871b) is still considered of prime importance within the literature dealing with as-Suyūṭî. See its English translation: Goldziher 1978.
1910, Ch. Four). He rebuked even his beloved as-Suyūṭī, though he was attracted both by his immense literary output and his multi-coloured personality. "In this paper we shall have occasion to learn that our ingenious Suyūṭī did not shrink from drawing up treatises which ... prove to be nothing other than polemical works whose sole purpose is to serve as an exaggerated advertisement for their author and as instruction to his contemporaries in his unsurpassed and unsurpassable greatness and erudition" (Goldziher 1871b:53 = 1978a:80-81).

God sends at the 'head' of each century a man from among the people of my House who will explain to them the affair[s] of their religion ... That man was driven to what he did because he understood from me that I hope, through the bounty and favour of God, just as al-Gazālī hoped for himself, to be the one sent to this ninth hundred, since I am the only person therein who has studied thoroughly all branches of the sciences: Qur'ānic exegesis and its principles, tradition and its sciences, jurisprudence and its principles, lexicography and its principles, grammar and morphology and their principles, polemics, rhetoric and history, and since I composed in all these branches of knowledge brilliant and outstanding works, the like of which none before me has produced, and which number five hundred to date.

It appears from Goldziher's article, that he recognized in as-Suyūṭī different types of scholars of his own age, side by side to the supercilious, presumptuously confident scholars he could see the innovator, the founder and initiator of new fields of research, whose death falls on the dawn of a new century, i.e. himself. It does not seem forced to say that with the excerpts taken from as-Suyūṭī's autobiography Goldziher drew his own (would be) portrait.
the Mağrib and Takrûr, even to the Atlantic Ocean. No one else shared with me all [these sciences] that I have mentioned, nor has any one save myself attained to absolute individual judgement (iǧtihād) in our days so far as I know.

In his youth, when he was struggling between two branches of sciences, one prescribed by obligation and the other attracting his soul, he may have read with great pleasure what as-Suyūṭī had written on this:

علم الحديث واللغة أخوان يجريان من وادٍ واحد.

The science of tradition and the science of philology are two brothers [like twin rivers], flowing out of the same valley [i.e. they are alike in every respect].

4. Goldziher’s personal adherence to subject matters and topics in his scholarly research originated many times from his personal attachment to his teachers and close friends, especially to Professor Fleischer. He promised him to edit one of the Leiden MSS, Ibn Sikkît’s Kitâb al-alfâz when he left Leipzig travelling to Leiden in 1870 and a quarter of a century later he fulfilled his promise. Although Fleischer had died some years earlier, he felt obliged to do so. It had taken a quarter of a century to complete his edition, since in the meantime he had finished some of his great studies in the field of Islamic research, among them especially the one on hadîth literature.

So he had finished his MS of Ibn Sikkît’s work, together with at-Tibrîzî’s Tabâdîb, but we cannot find the book in the list of Goldziher’s works. The reason is simply that although he had written on the cover of his MS “to be sent to the publisher” in 1894, but in the meantime Louis Cheikho, in Beirut, also had been working on the edition of the same work, based on the same MSS, and Goldziher may have heard about this edition or may have seen the book and so he had never sent his MS to the Dutch publisher. It could not be the publisher who dropped the idea of publishing Goldziher’s edition, since there is no letter in the vast correspondence of Goldziher who preserved every letter written to him. Even more astonishing is the fact that Goldziher did not write any remark about the case in his Tagebuch. The whole story is very characteristic of Goldziher’s shyness and proudness – he did not want any comparison between the two editions. Also, at that time if one edition was prepared there seemed to be no reason to do it in a second time. Goldziher, however, was not quite right in his decision, since after comparing the texts of the two editions it appears that his is the much better and reliable one. Louis Cheikho intimidates the reader with his list of corrections (but he left much to be corrected), and with the arbitrary and unnotated alterations of the MS.

8 “I copied the whole Ibn as-Sikkît”. Goldziher 1978b:49.

9 The MS is kept in the Goldziher Collection, no. 2. See Goldziher, Bequest.
Limited space does not allow us to go into details, but it must be emphasized that Goldziher edition, though it remained in manuscript, reflects not only his personal attachment to his late professor Fleischer, but also the exactness and thoroughness of his methods when working on the edition. His editorial technique may well be considered modern in his faithfulness to the original text, always noting and explaining the alterations.\(^{10}\)

5. In conclusion, Goldziher's world of ideas and his moral standing can easily be identified from the works he published or intended for publication. He wrote himself and his Weltanschauung into almost every piece he wrote, sometimes expressis verbis, sometimes only through allusions.\(^{11}\) "When he [Goldziher] is discussing and dissecting any phase of the development of Islamic thought, one feels that he is speaking not of an abstract subject with which he had familiarized himself over many years of unflagging study of books and manuscripts but of a live entity of which, for a short time at least, he himself was part" (Patai 1987:78).
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